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The invited review paper to accompany this special issue, authored by Williams and
Boyer [1], provides a comprehensive historical appraisal for the application of titanium
alloys in engineering components, a description of the current “state of the art” and a
view to the future for titanium alloys within the aerospace sector in particular. Given their
considerable commercial experience in the gas turbine and airframe industries respectively,
the authors are fully cognisant of the financial barriers placed on the selection of titanium
alloys for engineering applications. However, this perception of titanium as a high cost
material can often be countered by the excellent fatigue strength, corrosion resistance and
weight saving characteristics on offer, particularly when considered for components within
high-performance gas turbines and rocket engines. A wide range of titanium processing
techniques are introduced within the paper, including traditional melt/cast and wrought
technologies, super plastic forming and the more recent employment of powder-based
additive manufacturing. The control of the two basic allotropic α and β phases and the
subsequent classification into five major classes of conventional alloy is described before
introducing the field of intermetallic titanium systems. The latter offer opportunities to
replace relatively dense nickel-based components for hot section applications above 700 ◦C;
however, their relatively low ductility at room temperature is recognised as a limiting
factor. In conclusion, this paper should be considered as a seminal literature review of
titanium alloy development and application.

The additional 14 papers all compliment the processing-properties theme of the
special volume.

Elements of fundamental metallurgy and microstructural evolution are described
for highly specialised titanium-based laser welded joints, shape memory alloys, additive
manufactured parts and biomedical Ti-Ni alloys (Abdollahi et al. [2], Huang et al. [3],
Panin et al. [4], Cascadan and Grandini [5], respectively). Choe et al. [6] describe grain
boundary TiFe precipitation in a α + β alloy and the employment of isothermal aging as a
mechanism for controlling subsequent strength. Reliant on high quality empirical study, all
of these papers emphasise the relationship between mechanical properties, development
of distinct microstructures and the role of interstitial elements. In selected cases they also
serve as a reminder of the wider applications for titanium beyond the aerospace sector.

Various papers specifically focus on the fundamental mechanisms controlling the
“cold dwell” response of near α alloys [7]. These publications are highly pertinent given the
current interest around a recent in-service dwell-related failure of a Ti 6/4 fan disc [8]. The
development of textured microstructures and the relationship to fatigue crack initiation via
quasi-cleavage faceting is described by Germain et al. [9]. The formation of inhomogeneous
microstructures through highly localised variant selection during the forging process is
highlighted as a subsequent driver for stress redistribution during loading between “weak”
and “strong” regions of the material. Their alloy of interest, Ti 6242, has long been noted
as a “dwell sensitive” variant, with a comprehensive study documenting many aspects of
cold dwell performance published by Ghosh et al. [10]. It is interesting to note that Ti 6/4,
being a popular choice for fan and compressor applications since the 1960s, has developed
a longstanding reputation as a dwell “insensitive” alloy. However, the recognition that
“microstructurally textured regions” (MTRs) or “macrozones” can also be retained in
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Ti 6/4 forgings and go on to promote an associated dwell debit [11] has highlighted a
need to revisit this perception. Computer modelling of such adverse microstructures is
included in this special volume by Ma and Truster [12]. Based on crystal plasticity, the
success of the models are (somewhat naturally) shown to be sensitive to the description of
representative microstructures. Regardless, the stress redistribution process and control
from crystallographic orientations relative to loading is clearly predicted. Fundamental
mechanical properties under cyclic and dwell loading configurations are considered by
Bache et al. [13], concentrating on low and high cycle fatigue scenarios for a novel near α
alloy. Ti 407 was developed for containment applications due to a high inherent ductility;
however, it also serves as a model for dwell behaviour. Emphasis was placed on crack
initiation and faceting mechanisms.

At the opposite end of the fatigue process, the paper from Renon et al. [14] concentrates
upon the damage tolerant characteristics of conventional forms of Ti 6/4 and Ti 6/4 ELI
(extra low interstitial variant) subjected to various heat treatments. A comprehensive
database is presented to describe constitutive behaviour and continuum fatigue crack
growth. Optical fractography and 3D profilometry are used to good effect to illustrate
the complex, tortuous fracture path taken by cracks generated in relatively large grained
lamellar microstructural forms.

Su et al. [15] also concentrated upon crack propagation behaviour, on this occasion
under dwell waveforms in commercially pure titanium as a function of temperature,
performing their test matrix up to 300 ◦C. The concept of “dwell” effects under this scenario
is slightly different to that described above relating to life to first crack and fatigue strength.
Focusing solely on damage tolerance, i.e., Stage II or “Paris” crack growth, the imposition
of dwell under these circumstances controls time dependent creep mechanisms at the crack
tip together with environmental enhancement on crack growth rates through oxidation.

Four papers can be collated around the theme of metal forming. Returning to the topic
of cost effectiveness, Pope and Jackson expand on a process developed for the production
of near net shape forged titanium products—field-assisted sintering technology (FAST).
The environmental benefits of employing titanium powder as a basis for sintering of high
integrity, functionally graded preforms and associated mechanical flow properties are
described. Looking to the future, the FAST process offers greater sustainability and more
efficient use of titanium resources given that machining revert material can be employed
as an alternative source stock [16]. Flow stress characterisation by Yang et al. [17], again
employs compression testing but this time employing a more traditional wrought product,
albeit a novel metastable β alloy, as the vehicle of interest. Yan et al. [18] then consider
the sensitivity of a near α sheet product to grain size and pre-forming annealing heat
treatments with an eye to super plastic forming capability. Finally amongst the forming
contributions, Zhang et al. [19] present a detailed study of hot compression testing applied
to a novel particle reinforced titanium composite system, aiming to gain a fundamental
understanding of the potential modifications to flow behaviour due to the presence of a
reinforcing whisker phase.
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